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THE ROAD TO IRO - PART III Rob McCallum

Further to last month’s article, your Centre Council is interested in 
hearing from any members who might have unique ideas on possible 
sources of financial assistance (read "money") for use in road building or 
associated activities. We are currently investigating several options but 
I’m sure there are others we have not thought of. Please contact us if you 
think you might be able to help. My phone number is 225-3167, or call 
Robin Molson at 225-3082.

(Since our snow removal problem has resolved itself, the observatory 
parking lot is quite accessible. Please remember to drive slowly and 
quietly past the house on the way in -Ed.)

THE 1987 GENERAL ASSEMBLY Doug George

We have received application forms for the GA, which is taking place in 
Toronto this year. I would like to encourage everyone to attend. 
Activities include the display competition, paper sessions, slide program, 
song contest, a boat cruise, tours of the David Dunlop Observatory, 
McLaughlin Planetarium, and CN Tower, and the Awards Banquet.

Basic registration is $80.00 (this will almost assuredly be reduced to 
$60-65 when a financial support grant becomes available from the 
Ontario Government). Residence accommodation is available at $32 per 
night for a single, and $45 per night for a double room.

If you would like to attend, applications will be available at the 
Observers’ Group meeting, or from myself, Rob McCallum, or Robin 
Molson. See above for phone numbers.
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A TEARFUL ASTEROIDAL OCCULTATION Brian Burke

This month’s asteroidal occultation could make you cry. With a 
predicted duration of one second for a central occultation and a time 
uncertainty of 3.5 minutes, you cannot afford to blink for at least seven 
minutes or you may miss the event that may not be visible from the 
Ottawa area! This of course could bring tears to your eyes to which 
Doug "Ti...me” George will attest. The details for this occultation for 
which the central path is 388 km north of Ottawa are:

Date:
Time:

Star’s Magnitude: 
Star’s Position:

Asteroid’s Magnitude: 
Magnitude Change:

Saturday, April 11,1987 
1:08 EDT +/- 3.5 minutes
8.5 (SAO 79112)
R.A. 7h 06.1m
Dec. +28d 08m (1950.0) 
15.1 (298 Baptistina)
6.6

It should be possible to locate the star in 7X50 binoculars with the 
assistance of the finder charts. Unlike the February occultation, however, 
locating the asteroid will be a challenge with the 40 cm telescope. In 
smaller telescopes it will not be visible. To add to the challenge there 
will be a 91% sunlit moon 60 degrees away from the star, and the star 
will be 17 degrees above the western horizon. Finally, be prepared to 
tune into WWV in case CHU fades out, and make sure your tape 
recorder has fresh batteries.

THE GRAZING SEASON OPENS Brian Burke

It has been a long time since we have had a graze expedition, but there is 
a possibility for two early next month. The details for next month’s two 
lunar grazing occultations are:

Date:
Time:
Star:
Magnitude:
Limb:
Moon:
Type:
Location:

Graze 1

Mon., May 4,1987 
22:06 EDT 
SAO 80165 
7.3
North, Dark 
40% sunlit 
Favourable 
60 km SW of Ottawa

Graze 2

Wed., May 6, 1987 
21:47 EDT 
SAO 98897 
7.8
North, Dark 
59% sunlit 
Marginal
37 km SW of Ottawa
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Although a topographical map has not yet been obtained to determine an 
approximate location for Graze 1, the limit line for Graze 2 will be about 
18 km west of North Gower. Possible observing sites will be checked out 
for both grazes later this month. The equipment required to observe a 
graze is a 5 cm or larger telescope, an eyepiece which can give at least 
80 power, a tape recorder, and a shortwave radio for CHU or WWV. If 
you can lend any of this equipment, please let me know. More 
information will be provided at the May Observers’ Group Meeting.

EVENT HORIZONS Sandy Ferguson

Please note the changes in date for the meetings held at the National 
Museum of Science and Technology. The dates were changed due to a 
conflict with Easter Sunday. For more information on these meetings, 
call me at 829-7514.

Ottawa Centre Meeting 

Observers’ Group Meeting

Novice Workshop 

International Astronomy Day

See Insert

Room 3001,100 Sussex Drive 
Friday, May 1, 8:00 pm

Auditorium, National Museum 
of Science and Technology, 
Sunday April 12,2:00 pm

Saturday, May 9

THE SKY THIS MONTH

Event

Moonless Evening Observing Ends 
First Quarter 
Full Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Begins 
Last Quarter 
Lyrid Meteor Shower 
New Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Ends 
Eta Aquarid Meteor Shower 
First Quarter

Doug George

Date U.T.

Apr. 1
Apr. 6 07:48
Apr. 14 02:31
Apr. 17
Apr. 20 22:15
Apr. 22 21:00
Apr. 28 01:34
May. 1
May. 5 01:00
May. 6 02:26
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I became interested in Astronomy after reading the book "Our 
Wonderful Universe" by Clarence Augustus Chant. Dr. Chant was 
instrumental in establishing the David Dunlop Observatory in Toronto.

In 1943, at the age of 14,1 purchased my first telescope, at the great cost 
of 50 cents. This consisted of a paper tube with a 1" convex lens at one 
end. A smaller sliding tube at the other end held a 1/4" concave lens. 
This was an excellent time to start into astronomy, as war-time blackouts 
were in effect. From our back yard in north-western Toronto, the skies 
were as dark as IRO today.

In the summer of 1944,1 joined the Toronto Centre of the RASC as a 
student member. It was quite fashionable in those days to spend a fair 
amount of time in observing and learning the face of the moon. Planets 
were thoroughly studied, including Uranus and Neptune. The big game 
in deep sky was the splitting of doubles. A typical conversation was 
"OK, but you were using a 4" reflector - I did it with a 2.4" refractor."

Most club members had binoculars, refractors of 3" and under, and 
home-made 6" reflectors. The centre had a 5" German-made refractor, 
which was used four times a year for star nights. Most amateur 
telescopes at that time were alt-azimuth mounted. Equatorial mounts 
were either manually advanced or driven by clockwork. You can guess 
that with those mounts and slow film there was little, if any, 
astrophotography.

Through the 1950’s, the telescopes began to grow. Amateur telescope 
makers produced 8, 10, and 12 inch reflectors. Manufacturers such as 
Unitron and Tasco began to produce 3 and 4 inch f/15 refractors, and a 
few astronomically-priced 5 and 6 inch telescopes. I had a 3" Tasco with 
.965" eyepieces. Looking through this telescope, by today’s standards, 
was like looking through a pipe. Even with a 40 mm eyepiece, there was 
a very small field of view. Good eyepieces such as Orthoscopic, Erfle, 
and Konig were not available, and there were no 2" eyepieces.

When Sputnik went up in 1957, the general public took a quantum leap 
in the interest in astronomy. The big fad was observing of satellites. 
Elbow telescopes were built, and thousands of pairs were sold. With the 
Space Program, Astronomy moved from an obscure to an "In" science.

About this time, John Braymore developed a production model of the 
Questar, and soon there was Celestron; at first 10" and 22" models, 
which later changed to 8 and 14 inches. These telescopes, with electric

FORTY YEARS OF TRENDS IN OBSERVING Paul Comision
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drives, setting circles, and a full line of accessories helped to popularize 
astronomy. Deep-sky observing and photography came easily within the 
reach of an amateur.

The amateur has become much more sophisticated. Today, we are 
observing quasars, BL Lacertae objects, and other exotic things. Our 
equipment today was the equipment of professionals 40 years ago. 
Members of our club have telescopes larger than those of Herschel.

And now the future looks even brighter (not just the brighter skies, 
either). New equipment is on the horizon, such as computer-controlled 
telescopes, CCD’s, image intensifiers, etc. Oh how I wish that we had 
this equipment 40 years ago, when skies were not as light-polluted as 
they are now. If some action is not taken, we may return to observing the 
Moon only.

FIREBALL OBSERVATION John Amyot

On February 19, at 17:46 pm, a fireball appeared in the early twilight sky 
at a magnitude of -6. This was only 10 minutes after sunset.

The sun was definitely below the horizon. Moments before the sighting, 
as we drove north up the hill on Anderson Road, we saw an observer 
parked on the west side of the road with large binoculars on a tripod. His 
attention was concentrated to the west. Suspecting that he might be 
trying for a view of Mercury on such a sparkling clear night, I slowed 
and scanned the western sky, but it was too bright.

We saw the fireball from the car about one mile away, at 45d 23.6m N, 
75d 32.2m W, about two minutes later.

Estimating from the map, the direction of sighting was 15 degrees south 
of east. From observations made one half hour later against a dark, starry 
sky, the path appeared to be vertically downward on a line through the 
feet of Geminii. Pauline remembers it as moving down and to the right.

The meteor was so bright against the bright blue sky that both of us 
spotted it immediately as it entered our field of view. It left a visible but 
not persistent glowing trail. The colour was greenish, becoming brighter 
and greener as it fell. It gave off a few bright green sparks, then 
disappeared in a bright green flash less than 5 degrees above the horizon. 
I parked and shut off the engine immediately, and listened carefully, but 
no sound was heard. Pauline remembers the object as large in diameter 
and orange-yellow with a bright green halo.
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OBSERVING FROM INGLESIDE, ONTARIO Sandy Ferguson

Part II - Comet Halley

Mr. Alexander’s notes state that he first observed Comet Halley early in 
November, 1985. Using 7X35 binoculars, he watched the comet’s 
movements near Tau Tauri over a three hour period. On November 
14/15, after a cloudy spell, he again saw the comet between 02:15 and 
05:15 near A2 and A1 Tauri. He noted the comet to be approximately 
magnitude 7, and that the two stars seemed to ’drown out’ the comet 
with their combined brightness. Mr. Alexander also notes that on 
November 15/16 he and a friend spent the night with telescopes and 
cameras observing the comet. They observed the northern hemisphere of 
the comet occulting a star in Pisces through a target shooter’s spotting 
scope. They noted a change in the colour of the star during the 
occultation.

Other Halley Observations

(All coordinates are approximate)

Date RA Dec Comments

Nov 21/22 85 2h 44m 20d Just east of Mu

Dec 8/9 23h 56m 7d
Arietis
NW of Omega Piscium

Dec 21/22 22h 44m 5d
Dec 30/31 22h 21m -1d 48m SW of Gamma Aquarii
Jan 4/5 86 22h 9m -3d SE of Omicron Aquarii
Jan 5/6 22h 9m -3d Overcast by 21:00
Jan 10/11 21h 56m -4d Comet more starlike

Jan 13/14 21h 51m -5d
in appearance 
Brighter, wispy tail

Jan 14/15 
Jan 15/16 21h 49m -5.5d

visible for first 
time.

Jan 23/24 21h 31m -7d SW of Beta Aquarii
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March 1986

Mr. Alexander reports that he saw Comet Halley two mornings during 
the month of March, but did not record the date or coordinates. The 
comet was so low in the south-eastern sky that by the time he had 
consulted his chart, and went back to verify the position, twilight was 
upon him. He says, however, that he definitely saw tail structure and the 
position was approximately east and somewhat south of the teapot’s 
handle in Sagittarius, by a distance of more than the handle’s length.

More Halley Observations

Date RA Dec Comments

April 26/27 11h 12m -22d Closest point to 
Beta Crateris

April 27/28 11h 4m -21d 45m
April 28/29 11h 2m -20d 32m
May 2/3 10h 51m -17d At border of Crater 

and Hydra
May 3/4 10h 45m -16d 30m Dec. approx, same 

as Nu Hydrae
May 9.10 10h 39m -12d 15m
May 11/12 10h 26m -11d 40m At border of Hydra 

and Sextans
May 12/13 No position recorded
May 13/14 10h 25m -11d 5m

Part III - January 1987 Quadrantids

Mr. Alexander spent the night of January 3/4 observing the Quadrantid 
meteor shower, and I quote from his letter:

"I kept a continual vigil from 21:55 hours January 3rd to 00:05 hours 
January 4th. The count for the Quadrantids was 10, with 3 sporadic 
meteors. Remarks: two dull red meteors in NNE, less than 1 second apart 
in nearly the same place, just far enough apart to diverge slightly - first 
the right one and then the left one. There were at least two Quads that 
drew long, rather fine, sharp trails that vanished instantly."

"Second vigil: 01:30 to 04:20, January 4th; the count for the Quadrantids 
was 38, with 7 sporadic meteors. Remarks: somewhere around 02:00- 
02:30 at about count number 11, from high out of the NE, a spectacular
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fireball travelled for a distance of 40 degrees or better, then ended with a 
brilliant flash like a welder’s arc at a point about an hour or less from the 
celestial meridian and about 15 degrees above the celestial equator. The 
flash was circular in shape and a residue trail of about 10 degrees 
remained visible for about 10 minutes or more; it started drifting easterly 
or south-easterly."

"Two theories for the drifting: an appropriate current in the upper 
atmosphere, or residue trail remained reasonably stationary in relation to 
the ground, while the sky continued to turn."

"Third vigil: 06:00 to 06:35. Twilight had begun. The count for the 
Quadrantids was 7 and sporadic meteors 1."

Totals for the night were: Quadrantids 55, Sporadic 11; totaling 66.

Mr. Alexander concludes his letter by stating that the times in-between 
observing sessions were spent stoking the wood fire to warm up, and 
making coffee and toast over wood coals. His final comment: "It was 
indeed a fine night!"

THE METEORS ARE BACK! Doug George

Spring is a fantastic time for observing - no bugs, not too cold, and there 
are lots of meteors. April brings no less than 9 major and minor meteor 
showers, the most prominent of which is the Lyrids. The Lyrids are one 
of the oldest showers on record, with observations dating back to 687 
B.C. The particles are remnants of Comet Thatcher, last seen in 1861. 
This year, the shower occurs on Wednesday, April 22. I will be 
arranging a meteor observing session at IRO, and everyone is invited to 
attend. Call me at 725-0668 for information.

There are also three meteor showers in very early May, including 
probably the best shower of the spring, the Eta Aquarids. The Eta 
Aquarids peak at 21 meteors per hour around May 5. This shower was 
also discovered long ago, with records dating back to 401 A.D. The 
source of the meteors, however, was seen more recently - Halley’s 
Comet. According to A Complete Manual of Amateur Astronomy, 
some faint meteors can be seen in binoculars around May 3, but the 
average brightness meteors are best seen on May 6. Fireballs occur 
between May 9 to May 11. Moon conditions cause problems for evening 
observing, but if you are interested in some mid-week, early morning 
observing, this shower is for you.
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OBSERVERS’ GROUP MEETING - MARCH 6 Daniel Rollin

Chairwoman Sandy Ferguson opened the meeting at 8:05 pm, with 77 
people in attendance, of whom 24 were non-members. She introduced a 
guest speaker, Mrs. Sandy McLaughlin.

Mrs. McLaughlin, or Sandi Marie (her "pen name"), defines herself as an 
amateur artist, a science fiction lover and a keen follower of scientific 
developments. She showed slides of her paintings which, over the last 
few years, have taken a definite "Space Art" orientation. She also 
described her painting techniques. At the end of her talk, she unveiled 
her latest painting.

Fred Lossing described the orbit of our Moon and the Martian moons 
Phobos and Deimos. He explained that due to their respective positions 
below and above the synchronous orbit, the Martian moons would 
appear to be orbiting in opposite directions to an observer on Mars.

Paul Mortfield talked about some mishaps which occurred while at IRO. 
Despite these difficulties, he managed to take some good shots at 
Messier "doubles": M46/47, M65/66, and M81/82.

Paul Comision talked about the spring constellations Cancer, Leo, Ursa 
Major, Bootes, Virgo, and Hercules. He pointed out the main features in 
each.

Doug George described the occultation of SAO 159817 by Hera, which 
he actually managed to observe. He also described his recording 
procedures.

David Manoogian announced that his packages for variable star 
observation were now available. The package consists of reprints of 
articles on observing techniques and a few maps for locating "practice" 
stars.

Derek MacLeod talked about Ian Sheldon’s supernova in the Large 
Magellenic Cloud. It now seems that it will not reach the predicted -4 
magnitude. Detection of a neutrino burst coincident with the supernova 
has also been reported.

Rolf Meier talked of the latest Mercury evening appearance. He also 
mentioned the February 19th fireball which was witnessed by many 
members.

The meeting ended at 10:15 pm.
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NEW PRODUCTION FACILITIES AVAILABLE Doug George

Courtesy of SkyWave Electronics Ltd., printing of Astronotes is now 
being done on a laser printer. This gives us excellent print quality, and 
more choice of fonts and print size. Drawings and other graphics can 
also be produced on the laser. This will also reduce wear on my daisy 
wheel printer, which is still available for emergency use.
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